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ince 2003, iTe Products has been
developing and manufacturing best
in class cement-based products to
meet the challenges of South Africa’s
construction and flooring installation industries.
We deliver solutions based on rigorous
quality control and dedicated research and
development. Our commitment to innovation
and excellence has seen us expand from our
core business of cement blending to become
a full-service cement products manufacturer,
helping our customers build tomorrow today

S

We believe that today’s buildings and floors
should endure and add to rather than detract
from the built and organic ecosystems, providing
quality results and peace of mind for our
customers and end users. We source quality raw
materials, and carefully control the manufacture
of innovative, high-performance construction and
flooring installation products backed by cutting
edge R&D to offer solutions supported by the iTe
Products warranty.
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The

Product overview

difference

Products set out to
change the way that
people think about
construction and
flooring products. Rather than having
to make purchase decisions motivated
entirely by cost, we aimed to offer our
customers an opportunity to focus on
longer-term savings by developing and
supplying products that draw on local
expertise and extensive research and
development – products that might
cost a little more than the cheapest
alternatives available, but which are of
reassuringly high quality.

iTe

iTe Products believes that is better to do the job once, and
get it right, than have to go through the time and expense
of correcting or replacing substandard work.
Cost-savings are built into every step of the process of
using iTe Products. Our products are easier to mix and
prepare, and set rapidly but with a longer working time. All
of which saves you time on site. Education and training of
fitters prevents waste and ensures a superior result.
We supply products that help you build for tomorrow
by giving you lasting results. Our products have an
exceptionally low failure rate, meaning that we can issue a
warranty and you won’t be faced with the cost and hassle
of repeating work.
The absence of VOCs and other harmful chemicals from
iTe Products means that they are safer to work and live
with, and better for the environment – which of course is
the most important saving of all.

onfidence in
our products
is reflected in
our approach
to sales. We believe very
much in a face-to-face
approach, and are always
happy to conduct product
usage demonstrations and
training. We let our products
speak for themselves.

C

High-Tech Adhesives:
®

• GRIPiTe V10 		
Pressure-sensitive carpet
adhesive
®

• GRIPiTe V30		
High performance flooring
adhesive
®

• GRIPiTe V30 SD
Static Dissipative and
Conductive Flooring Adhesive

®

®

• GRIPiTe V50
High performance LVT
adhesive
®

• GRIPiTe H80		
Synthetic Grass Adhesive

®

®

+Plus
®
®
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• GRIPiTe C60
Solvent Free HighPerformance Contact
Adhesive

High-Tech Flooring
Products:
®

• LEVELiTe F10
18 MPa Residential
Grade Self-Levelling and
Smoothing Compound

Cement Products:
®

• iTe CEMENT 32.5R
Superior building cement
®

• iTe CEMENT 42.5N
Superior building cement

®

• LEVELiTe F30
25MPa Commercial
Grade Self-Levelling and
Smoothing Compound
®

• LEVELiTe FX
4 hour floor covering
installation-ready
Commercial Self Leveller
®

• LEVELiTe F50
35MPa Industrial Grade
Self-Levelling and
Smoothing Compound

Waterproofing
Products:
®

• SEALiTe W10		
UV Resistant Water-Damp
Proofing Compound
®

• SEALiTe W30		
UV Resistant Water-Damp
Proofing Compound
®

®

• IMPERViTe HW10
Hydrophobic Impregnation
System

®

• IMPERViTe HS30
Hydrophobic Impregnation
System

• LEVELiTe F100
Micro Finish Smoothing
Compound
• BONDiTe
LEVELiTe primer and
bonding agent

®

®

• PATCHiTe
Rapid Set Screed and
Hole Patching Compound
®

• VAPORiTe
Moisture and Vapour
Barrier
• iTe SLURRY

®

Keying promoter for SLU
onto smooth surfaces

®

Co
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product overview – continued
Cement

CEMENT 32.5R

SUPERIOR BUILDING CEMENT

CEMENT 42.5N

SUPERIOR BUILDING CEMENT

Full Flooring System

Skim Coat

DURAL

PATCH

CEMENT-BASED
FINISHING SKIM COAT

RAPID-SET CEMENTITIOUS
SCREED-PATCHING COMPOUND

®

D50

product overview – continued
Decorative Screed Finishes
Cementitious

Painterly

SEAL

HYDROPHOBIC
IMPREGNATION SYSTEM

DECOR

CEMENTITIOUS DECORATIVE
SCREED FINISHES

VAPOR

Water proofing

IMPERV

UV-RESISTANT DAMP
PROOFING COMPOUND

ADVANCED MOISTURE
& VAPOUR BARRIER

IMPERV

BOND

HYDROPHOBIC
IMPREGNATION SYSTEM

Adhesives

®

W10

®

W30

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE
CARPET ADHESIVE

GRIP

GENERAL PURPOSE
CARPET ADHESIVE

V20

®

HW15

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
FLOORING ADHESIVE

LEVELiTe PRIMER

IMPERV

SLURRY

HYDROPHOBIC
IMPREGNATION SYSTEM

®

HW10

GRIP

HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATIC DISSIPATIVE
FLOORING ADHESIVE

KEYING PROMOTER

V30 SD
®

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
LVT ADHESIVE

LEVEL

SELF-LEVELLING SCREED

LEVEL

SELF-LEVELLING SCREED

LEVEL

SELF-LEVELLING SCREED

LEVEL
MICRO FINISH

04

F10

GRIP

C60

GRIP

C60

SOLVENT FREE
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
CONTACT ADHESIVE

F30
F50
F100

SOLVENT FREE
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
CONTACT ADHESIVE

GRIP

MULTIPURPOSE
HYBRID ADHESIVE
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Cement

Surface preparation

iTe blends
32.5R & 42.5N
cement that consistently
exceeds the SABS CEM IV/B
(V) quality standard. Our
quality control processes
mean that we can guarantee
consistency of composition
and performance bag after
bag. Our general purpose
cements are suitable for a
wide-variety of construction
tasks, such as brick-laying
and screeding.

At first glance,
beautiful flooring
appears to be all
about the surface.

iTe CEMENT 32.5R

Superior building cement

iTe CEMENT 42.5N

At iTe Products, however, we
know that high performance
durability and comfort underfoot
are due to the painstaking
preparation you can’t see. With
our flooring systems, this can
comprise up to 5 top quality
preparation layers n South
Africa by Pharaoh Cement.

Superior building cement

PATCHiTe®

Skim-coating

Rapid-set screed-patching
compund

VAPORiTe® +PLUS
Advanced moisture &
vapour barrier

DURALiTe Cement-Based
Finishing Skim Coat,

a revolutionary new product that’s as much at
home on exterior walls as it is indoors.
As its name suggests, this cement-based product
has been developed for durability, whether you
be working inside or out. Thanks to on-going
innovation from iTe Products, skim coating is no
longer a case of inside only.
BONDiTe®
DURALiTe D50

Cement-based finishing skim coat

06

LEVELiTe primer

iTe SLURRY®

Keying promoter
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Self-levelling screed
Does your floor
pass the marble
test? With LEVELiTe

Forming part of the DECORiTe
range, the iTe CEMOX decorative
screed finish system carries the iTe stamp of quality
and reliability. From the bottom up, the system
incorporates the latest European technologies,
ensuring a super-flat, super-smooth, non-slip surface
that carries the well-known iTe guarantee. Deriving
from a powder form, the CEMOX decorative finish
is custom made up per order and prepared for
simple installation by accredited installers. Simple
and effective, iTe CEMOX derives from the typical
Beton Ciré effect, delivering a unique, urban and
contemporary style. Italian Flair underpinned with
German Engineering.

self-screed, you can be sure
it will. Available in residential,
commercial and industrial
grades, LEVELiTe is applied
to create smooth and level
sub-floors as part of the iTe
Products flooring system.
Once placed LEVELiTe can
be walked on in 2 hours and
final floor coverings can be
installed within 24 hours, with
total confidence in the layers
beneath the floor.
LEVELiTe® F30

Commercial Self Leveller

LEVELiTe® F10

Domestic Self Leveller
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Decorative finishes

LEVELiTe® F50

Industrial Self Leveller

LEVELiTe® FX

4hour floor covering installationready Commercial Self Leveller

OX22L

OX29L

OX37L

OX54L

OX22D

OX29D

OX37D

OX54D

LEVELiTe® F100
Micro finish
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Adhesives

product overview – continued

Trust GRIPiTe for
a safe and riskfree installation.
By choosing GRIPiTe from
iTe Products, you are not
only investing in a worldclass fl ooring adhesive,
but also maintaining a VOCfree environment at your
installation. GRIPiTe’s green
credentials mean a cleaner bill
of health for you, the planet,
and for people.
GRIPiTe®V10

Pressure Sensitive Adhesive

GRIPiTe®V50

High Performance LVT adhesive
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GRIPiTe®V20

Carpet Adhesive

GRIPiTe®C60

Waterbased Contact Adhesive

GRIPiTe®V30

Vinyl Flooring Adhesive

GRIPiTe®C60SD

Static Dissipative Waterbased
Contact Adhesive

GRIPiTe®V30SD

Static Dissipative Flooring Adhesive

GRIPiTe®H80

Hybrid Adhesive
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Water proofing
GRIP

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
ADHESIVES

Our confidence
in our products
is reflected in
our approach
to sales. We believe

very much in a face-to-face
approach, and are always
happy to conduct product
usage demonstrations and
training. We let our products
speak for themselves.

SEALiTe
UV Resistant Water-Damp
Proofing Compound

IMPERViTe HS30
Hydrophobic
Impregnation System

SEALiTe W10
UV-Resistant Damp
Flooring Compound
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IMPERViTe HW10
Hydrophobic Impregnation
System

SEALiTe W30
UV-Resistant Damp
Flooring Compound
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PHYSICAL 7 Clarke Street South, Alrode, Alberton,1457, South Africa
POSTAL P.O. Box 17224, Randhart, 1457, South Africa
TEL +27 (0)11 864 4918
FAX +27 (0)11 864 2123
sales@iteproducts.co.za
www.iteproducts.co.za

